
 

Simplifying Multi-Domain IAM:
A Case of Resilient Data
Backup and Compliance

USE CASE:
CORPORATE
CONGLOMERATE
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Multi-Domain Complexity: The IAM system had to accommodate users with different 
email domains, creating complexities in user management and access control.

Data Backup and Recovery Needs: With critical data spread across various systems, the 
need for a reliable backup and recovery solution was imperative.

Compliance and Security: Ensuring compliance with various regulatory standards and 
maintaining high security for sensitive data was a priority.

Challenges:

A multinational conglomerate, encountered several challenges in managing 
its Identity and Access Management (IAM) across its diverse portfolio of 
companies. Each company within the group had its unique domain, leading to 
complexities in IAM administration.
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Acsense is a cutting-edge easy to use IAM resilience platform that caters to both 

workforce and customer IAM requirements with a unified solution. Our platform boasts 

one-click recovery, continuous data verification, routine testing, and the ability to 

detect alterations between Points in Time, fortifying the resilience of your IAM system. 

Acsense is backed by Joule Ventures, Gefen Capital, Fusion and independent investors.
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Acsense Solution:

Continuous Backups: Acsense’s IAM Resilience Platform offered continuous backups of 
their IAM configurations, including user data across multiple domains. This feature solved 
their need for reliable data backup and granular recovery options, ensuring no data loss in 
case of system failures or errors.

Point-in-Time Investigation: The platform's point-in-time functionality allowed them to 
compare different points in time within their IAM systems. This feature was crucial for 
managing changes across multiple domains and ensuring that any modifications did not 
disrupt the continuity of operations.

ZT & Compliance: Acsense’s advanced encryption and security policies ensured that they 
met all compliance requirements effortlessly. This was particularly beneficial for the 
conglomerate, which had to adhere to various regulatory standards due to its global 
presence and diverse business nature.
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